Chromosomal instability (CIN) is known to be associated with prognosis and treatment response in breast cancer. This study was conducted to determine whether copy number gain of centromere 17 (CEP17) reflects CIN, and to evaluate the prognostic and predictive value of CIN in breast cancer. CIN status was determined by summing copy number gains of four centromeric probes (CEP1, CEP8, CEP11, and CEP16) based on fluorescence in situ hybridization and CIN scores were calculated using next generation sequencing data. High CIN was associated with adverse clinicopatholgical parameters of breast cancer. Among them, positive HER2 status, high Ki-67 index and CEP17 copy number gain were found to be independent predictors of high CIN. High CIN was associated with poor clinical outcome of the patients in the whole group, as well as in luminal/HER2-negative and HER2-positive subtypes. CEP17 copy number was significantly higher in the high-CIN-score group than in the low-CIN-score group. A positive linear correlation between the mean CEP17 copy number and the CIN score was found. In conclusion, CEP17 copy number was confirmed as a useful predictor for CIN in breast cancer, and high CIN was revealed as an indicator of poor prognosis in breast cancer.
number and CIN in breast cancer to determine whether CEP17 copy number gain reflects CIN in breast cancer. The CIN status was determined with fluorescence ISH (FISH) using multiple CEP probes on the first set of breast cancer samples. In addition, we determined the prognostic and predictive value of CIN in breast cancer. Finally, we analyzed the correlation between CEP17 copy number and CIN scores, which were measured by analyzing copy number variations in next generation sequencing (NGS) data in the second subset of breast cancer patients.
Results
CEP copy number gain and CIN. Of the 463 cases of invasive breast cancer in the first set (Table 1) , 88 (19.0%) were HER2-amplified and 375 (81.0%) were non-amplified. CEP17 status were evaluated in 460 cases and copy number gain was detected in 59 cases (12.8%) . CEP17 copy number loss (mean CEP17 count <1.6) was found in three cases (0.7%). CEP1, CEP8, CEP11, and CEP16 FISH analyses were completed in 443 (95.7%), 462 (99.8%), 448 (96.8%), and 451 (97.4%) cases, respectively. According to the criteria for CEP copy number gain (mean CEP count ≥ 3), copy number gains for CEP1, CEP8, CEP11, and CEP16 were noted in 213 (48.1%), 76 (16.5%), 247 (55.1%), and 247 (54.8%) cases, respectively ( Fig. 1) .
To assess the degree of CIN, we summed the CEP copy number gains for chromosomes 1, 8, 11, and 16 in each breast cancer. One hundred thirty-two cases (28.5%) showed copy number gain for one CEP, 123 (26.6%) for two CEPs, 97 (21.0%) for three CEPs and 29 (6.3%) for all four CEPs. No gains in four CEPs were found in 82 (17.7%) cases. One hundred twenty-six (27.2%) breast cancers showing copy number gains in three or more CEPs were classified as the high-CIN group. The remaining 337 (72.8%) cases were classified as the low-CIN group.
Association of CIN with clinicopathological parameters including CEP17 copy number gain.
High CIN correlated with well-known poor prognostic parameters, including the high T stage (p = 0.007), lymph node metastasis (p = 0.010), high histological grade (p < 0.001), lymphovascular invasion (p = 0.010), negative hormone receptor status (p = 0.024), positive HER2 status (p < 0.001), p53 overexpression (p = 0.001), and high Ki-67 index (p < 0.001). As for breast cancer subtype, high CIN was more frequent in luminal/HER2-postive and HER2-positive subtypes than luminal/HER2-negative subtype (p < 0.001, p = 0.001, respectively). In addition to these accepted clinicopathological factors, the CEP17 copy number gain was clearly associated with high CIN.
The proportion of CEP17 copy number gain was significantly higher in high-CIN tumors than in low-CIN tumors (27.8% vs. 7.2%; p < 0.001) ( Table 2) .
In order to identify independent predictive factors for CIN, a multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed. Positive HER2 status (p = 0.021), high Ki-67 index (p = 0.027), and CEP17 copy number gain (p < 0.001) were found as independent predictors of high CIN. The odd ratios for positive HER2 status, high Ki-67 index, and CEP17 copy number gain were 1.930 (95% CI 1.105-3.372), 2.007 (95% CI 1.082-3.724), and 3.760 (95% CI 2.026-6.679), respectively (Table 3 ). This analysis demonstrated that CEP17 copy number gain is a strong independent predictor for high CIN.
Prognostic significance of CIN in breast cancer. Next, we assessed the prognostic significance of CIN in breast cancer. According to the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, the sum of the CEP copy number gains was significantly associated with disease-free survival and the clinical outcome of the patients deteriorates as the sum of CEP copy number gains increased (p = 0.008; Fig. 2 ). During the division of the samples into high-CIN and low-CIN groups, it was seen that the high-CIN group showed significantly shorter disease-free survival compared to low CIN group (p = 0.002; Fig. 3 ). In the subgroup based on the hormone receptor status, high CIN was associated with shortened disease-free survival time both in hormone receptor-positive and hormone receptor-negative subgroups (p = 0.049, p = 0.035, respectively; Fig. 3 ). Concerning breast cancer subtype, high CIN was associated with poor disease-free survival in luminal/HER2-negative and HER2-postive subtypes (p = 0.038, p = 0.032, respectively; Fig. 4 ). CIN status was not associated with survival of the patients in luminal/HER2-positive and triple-negative subtypes (p = 0.555, p = 0.447, respectively; Fig. 4 ).
Besides high CIN (p = 0.002), high T stage (p = 0.012), lymph node metastasis (p < 0.001) and lymphovascular invasion (p < 0.001) were associated with poor disease-free survival of the patients in univariate analysis (Table 4 ). Negative hormone receptor status tended to be associated with poor clinical outcome of the patients (p = 0.053). In the multivariate analysis, lymph node metastasis (hazard ratio, 2.528; 95% CI, 1.318-4.850; p = 0.005), lymphovascular invasion (hazard ratio, 2.037; 95% CI, 1.099-3.775; p = 0.024), negative hormone receptor status (hazard ratio, 2.002; 95% CI, 1.169-3.430; p = 0.011) and high CIN (hazard ratio, 1.813; 95% CI, 1.067-3.080; p = 0.028) were revealed as independent factors of poor prognosis ( Table 4 ).
Association of CIN with treatment response.
Of the 463 patients, 36 (7.8%) patients received neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and 329 (71.1%) received adjuvant chemotherapy. Of the 329 patients treated by adjuvant chemotherapy, 158 (48.0%) received anthracycline-based chemotherapy, 117 (35.6%) received anthracycline & taxane-based chemotherapy, and 54 (16.4%) received cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil (CMF) chemotherapy. To assess the predictive value of the CIN status on anthracycline or tanxane response, difference in disease-free survival according to different chemotherapeutic regimens was investigated among the patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy. However, disease-free survival did not differ between the patients treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy and those treated with CMF chemotherapy in either the low-CIN or high-CIN group (p = 0.255, p = 0.841, respectively; Fig. 5 ). Moreover, clinical outcome was worse in patients treated with anthracycline & taxane-based chemotherapy than in those treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy in low-CIN group and tended to be poor in high-CIN groups (p = 0.021, p = 0.054, respectively; Fig. 5 
)
Correlation between the CIN score and the CEP17 copy number gain. The second set of 71 cases of invasive breast cancer was used for correlation of CEP17 copy number with CIN scores based on NGS. The mean CEP17 copy number ranged from 1.15 to 4.5. The CIN scores were calculated from 14 to 89 using a Z-score of the NGS data. To assess the association of CIN score with CEP17 copy number, tumors with CIN scores above the upper quartile were categorized as the high-CIN-score group and the remaining were categorized as the low-CIN-score group. The mean CEP17 copy number was higher in the high-CIN-score group than in the low-CIN-score group (2.87 ± 0.94 vs. 2.31 ± 0.65; p = 0.028). A simple regression analysis between the CIN score and the mean CEP17 signal was also used to confirm their correlation and a significant positive correlation (ρ = 0.353; p = 0.003) was found between the CIN score and the mean CEP17 copy number ( Fig. 6 ). 
Discussion
A gain in the CEP17 copy number is a genetic change commonly observed during HER2 ISH for breast cancer and was reported in 3% to 46% of breast cancers 24 . Using a threshold of CEP17 ≥ 3.0, we detected a CEP17 copy number gain in 12.8% of breast cancers tested in this study. Although CEP17 copy number gain has been reported to be associated with poor clinical outcome [8] [9] [10] and the responsiveness to anthracycline-based chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer 3, 4 , the significance of copy number gain in CEP17, which detects non-coding peri-centromeric region of the chromosome, has not been clear. In the present study, we focused on the association of CEP17 copy number gain with CIN in breast cancer. Using the sum of CEP copy number gains as a unique measure of CIN, we showed that high CIN correlated significantly with aggressive clinicopathological parameters, including high T stage, lymph node metastasis, high histological grade, lymphovascular invasion, negative hormone receptor status, positive HER2 status, p53 overexpression, and high Ki-67 index. The association between high CIN and aggressive clinicopathologic features of breast cancer is consistent with the results from a previous study 25 . We also showed that high CIN correlated with luminal/HER2-positive and HER2-postive subtypes. This finding can be explained by the association of distinct patterns of DNA copy number alteration with breast cancer subtypes: a "simple" type with few gains or losses in luminal A subtype, an "amplifier" type with focal high-level DNA amplifications in luminal B and HER2 subtypes, and a "complex" type characterized by numerous low-amplitude changes in triple-negative subtype 26 . However, more importantly, high CIN correlated strongly with CEP17 copy number gain. In multivariate logistic regression analysis, the CEP17 copy number gain was revealed as an independent predictor of high CIN with odd ratio of 3.760 (95% CI 2.026-6.979), which indicates an independent as well as strong association between the CEP17 copy number gain and high CIN. To overcome the limitations in assessment of CIN by FISH, we calculated the CIN scores from NGS data. We observed a higher mean CEP17 copy number in the high-CIN-score group than in the low-CIN-score group. We also identified a positive linear correlation between the mean CEP17 copy number and the CIN score. Consistent with this observation, a previous study reported an association between CEP17 copy number and CIN which was assessed using four CEPs 20 . Based on these findings, we suggest that an increase in CEP17 copy number is a practical predictor of CIN in breast cancer.
In this study, we showed that the sum of CEP copy number gains correlated strongly with the prognosis of the breast cancer patients. In an additional analysis of the dichotomized CIN status, the high-CIN group showed clearly poorer clinical outcomes than the low-CIN group. This result is consistent with previous studies showing relationship between CIN and clinical outcome of the patients with breast cancer [15] [16] [17] , although the methods for CIN measurement were different. While we determined CIN status using interphase-FISH with centromeric probes, one study employed 'functional aneuploidy profile' from gene expression data 15 , and two other studies used single nucleotide polymorphisms array for assessment of CIN 16, 17 . In subgroup analysis, high CIN was revealed as an indicator of poor prognosis in patients with the luminal/HER2-negative subtype. In the present study, although CEP17 copy number gain was not associated with clinical outcome of the patients in this subtype www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ (p = 0.114; data not shown), probably due to small sample size, we demonstrated in our previous study that CEP17 copy number gain is an indicator of poor prognosis only in the luminal/HER2-negative subtype of breast cancer 10 . This finding also supports that CEP17 copy number gain and CIN are closely related. Previous studies also have shown that CIN is associated with clinical outcome in luminal subtype of breast cancers 16, 17 .
Our study also showed that high CIN is associated with a poor prognosis in the HER2-positive subtype of breast cancer. Smid et al. 17 also showed that CIN-score was significantly associated with prognosis in HER2-postive subtype. The reason why high CIN is associated with poor prognosis in HER2-postive subtype is not clear, but in the present study, high CIN status was found to be correlated with lymph node metastasis and lymphovascular invasion in this subtype (p = 0.005, p = 0.011, respectively; data not shown). Further studies would be needed to confirm the prognostic significance of CIN and its mechanism of action on HER2-postive breast cancer.
In contrast, we observed that CIN was not a relevant prognostic factor in triple-negative subtype. Triple-negative breast cancer is characterized by complex-pattern genomes and thus, high CIN status 17, 26 . High CIN generally leads to intratumoral heterogeneity, which allows tumor cells to avoid the immune system at the genetic level and leads to tumor progression 14 . However, extremely high CIN, which is found in a subset of triple-negative breast cancer, can reduce tumor viability through activation of immune surveillance. A previous study showed that extreme CIN was associated with a better prognosis in ER-negative breast cancer patients 27 . Triple-negative breast cancer is heterogeneous group of disease, and hence, the CIN would be quite variable, although on the higher side. Therefore, simple dichotomization of CIN into low or high CN groups would not provide adequate prognostic information in triple-negative breast cancer patient.
Although results have been conflicting, several studies have reported that CIN can predict the responsiveness of breast cancer patients to specific chemotherapeutic agents [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Those studies have shown that high CIN is associated with a favorable anthracycline response and taxane resistance. Since a considerable number of patients received anthracycline-based chemotherapy, anthracycline & taxane-based chemotherapy or CMF chemotherapy in this cohort, the association between anthracycline or taxane responsiveness and CIN status was analyzed. However, in comparison with CMF chemotherapy, no predictive value of high CIN in response to anthracycline-based chemotherapy was found. Similarly, the relationship between high CIN with taxane resistance was not demonstrated in this study. There are some limitations in this study. First, although the assessment of CIN status using CEP probes is accepted as an appropriate method, the limited number of CEP probes used in this study may have affected the accuracy of the CIN measurements. However, we selected chromosomes that are known to show frequent copy number gains in breast cancer to evaluate CIN. Second, we calculated the CIN scores with targeted sequencing data confined to 170 genes, which may also influence on the accuracy of CIN measurement. Finally, as a retrospective study, the patients were treated with various chemotherapeutic agents even within same classes of anthracycline or anthracycline & taxane-based chemotherapy. To validate our findings, studies with large numbers of samples in evenly treated patients are required.
In conclusion, the degree of CIN was revealed as an independent prognostic factor for patients with breast cancer in a whole group, and high CIN was found to be a meaningful prognostic indicator in several molecular subtypes of breast cancer. In particular, this study clearly demonstrated a strong positive correlation between the CEP17 copy number and CIN in breast cancer. As CEP17 status of a tumor is readily accessible with routine HER2 ISH testing, the CEP17 copy number gain can be used as a useful predictor of high CIN. In addition to the HER2 status, CEP17 status needs to be evaluated carefully and included in HER2 ISH report.
Variables
Odds ratio (95% CI) p value Table 3 . Multivariate logistic regression analysis for predictors of high chromosomal instability. CI, confidence interval. 
Methods
Study population and samples. We used two different sets of breast cancer samples in this study. The first set consisted of a total of 463 invasive breast cancer samples (Table 1) , which were consecutively resected between 2003 and 2008 at Seoul National University Bundang Hospital. These samples were used to analyze CIN using multiple CEP probes and to determine its prognostic and predictive values. The clinicopathological information was obtained from medical records and hematoxylin-and-eosin-stained sections. The following histopathological variables were recorded: T stage, N stage, histologic subtype (by WHO classification), Bloom-Richardson histological grade, and lymphovascular invasion. The second set, which was composed of 71 cases of invasive breast cancer surgically resected between 2010 and 2012, was used for correlation of CEP17 copy number with CIN scores based on NGS. A significant proportion (35.2%) of the second set consisted of mucinous carcinoma cases, which had been analyzed for another study (not published). The baseline characteristics are shown in Supplementary Table S1 . The study was approved by the institutional review board of Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (Protocol # B-1609-362-106), which waived the requirement for obtaining informed consent for this study. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
Tissue microarray construction. All the slides of each breast cancer from the first set were reviewed to select representative sections. Tissue microarrays (TMAs) of a diameter of 2 mm were constructed from representative formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks (SuperBioChips Laboratories, Seoul, South Korea) for FISH.
Immunohistochemical analysis and scoring. The expression of the estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), HER2, p53 and Ki-67 was evaluated in the representative tumor sections of the surgical specimens at the time of diagnosis. With regards to the cases with missing data, immunohistochemical staining on representative tissue sections was carried out in a BenchMark XT autostainer (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ) using an UltraView detection kit (Ventana Medical Systems). The following antibodies were used: anti-ER (1:100; clone SP1; LabVision, Fremont, CA), anti-PR (1:70; PgR 636; Dako, Carpinteria, CA), anti-HER2 (ready to use; 4B5; Ventana Medical Systems), anti-p53 (1:600; D07; Dako), and anti-Ki-67 (1:250; MIB-1; Dako).
A tumor was regarded as positive for ER or PR if it showed at least 1% positive nuclear staining with the relevant antibody. A tumor was considered as HER2 positive, if it was 3 + on immunohistochemistry or if gene amplification was seen on FISH. Nuclear staining in 10% or more of the tumor cells was considered positive for p53. Nuclear staining in 20% or more of the tumor cells was considered an indication of high Ki-67 proliferation index.
Immunohistochemical expression of the standard biomarkers were used to categorize the tumor samples into breast cancer subtypes. Breast cancer subtypes were categorized according to the criteria used in our previous study 10 : luminal/HER2-negative subtype (ER+ and/or PR+, HER2-), luminal/HER2-positive subtype (ER+ and/ or PR+, HER2+), HER2-positive subtype (ER-, PR-, HER2+), and triple-negative subtype (ER-, PR-, HER2-).
Fluorescence in situ hybridization. To identify the HER2 status and CEP17 copy number in each case, HER2 FISH (PathVysion assay, Abbott Molecular, Downers Grove, IL) was performed on TMAs of the first set and all tissue sections of the second set. FISH using CEP1 [Vysis CEP1 (D1Z5) SpectrumOrange Probe, Abbott Molecular], CEP8 [Vysis CEP8 (D8Z2) SpectrumGreen Probe, Abbott Molecular], CEP11 [Vysis CEP11 (D11Z1) SpectrumGreen Probe, Abbott Molecular], and CEP16 probe [Vysis CEP16 (D16Z3) SpectrumGreen Probe, Abbott Molecular] was performed on TMAs to assess CIN. These CEP probes around the centromere have been reported to show frequent copy number gains in breast cancer 17, 23, 28 .
Briefly, 4 μm deparaffinized tissue sections were incubated in pretreatment solution (Abbott Molecular) at 80 °C for 30 min and then, in protease solution (Abbott Molecular) at 37 °C for 20 min. Probes were diluted in tDen-Hyb-2 hybridization buffer (Insitus Biotechnologies, Albuquerque, NM). The probes and the DNA from the tissue sections were denatured together by incubating them for 5 min at 73 °C in HYBrite ™ (Abbott Molecular), and then hybridized for 16 h at 37 °C. Post-hybridization washes were performed according to the manufacturer's protocol. The mounted slides were viewed using a fluorescence microscope. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Definition of HER2 status, CEP copy number gain and CIN. HER2 status was evaluated according to 2013 ASCO/CAP guidelines. HER2 copy number of 6 or higher per cell or a HER2:CEP17 ratio of 2 or higher was considered as amplified. HER2/CEP17 ratios <2 and HER2 copy numbers between 4 to 6 signals per cell were classified as equivocal. HER2 copy numbers <4 signals per cell and HER2/CEP17 ratios <2 were considered as non-amplified 29 . In this study, HER2-equivocal cases were regarded as HER2-negative for statistical analyses.
The number of signals for each CEP probe was counted in at least 20 non-overlapping tumor nuclei. The mean CEP counts per cell for chromosomes 1, 8, 11, 16 , and 17 were calculated. CEP copy number gain was defined as a mean CEP count of ≥3.0, as defined for CEP17 in our earlier study 10 . A mean CEP count of <1.6 was defined as CEP copy number loss.
Aneuploidy is a consequence of CIN, and performing FISH using multiple CEP probes is accepted as an appropriate method to assess the degree of CIN 30 . As CEP copy number loss was rarely found only in CEP8 (13 cases, 2.8%), CIN status was determined by summing the copy number gains for CEP1, CEP8, CEP11, and CEP16 in each case. A high-CIN tumor was defined as a tumor with copy number gains in at least three CEPs. Copy number gain in one or two CEPs or no copy number gain were regarded as low-CIN.
Determination of CIN score with NGS. Genomic DNA was extracted from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue samples. DNA library preparation and target enrichment were performed with the SureSelectXT Target Enrichment Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Deep targeted sequencing was There are no differences in disease-free survival rates between the patients treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy and those treated with CMF chemotherapy, in either the low-chromosomal instability (CIN) (A) or high-CIN group (B). Disease-free survival is poorer in patients treated with anthracycline & taxane-based chemotherapy than in those treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy in low-CIN group (C), and tends to be poor in high CIN groups (D). Figure 6 . Correlation between the chromosomal instability score using next generation sequencing data and mean CEP17 copy number in the second set. A scatter dot plot shows a positive correlation (ρ = 0.353; p = 0.003).
